Player Evaluation Form
Introduction: This player evaluation form was designed to be used by coaches when evaluating
players. The information provided on this form can be used by your association to evaluate players in
order to create equal and fair house league teams.
How to use the form: For each skill that is applicable for your player circle the level that best describes
the player.
Do not complete the pitching and back-catching section if your player has never played that position.
_______________________
Player’s Name

_________________________
Positions Played

_________________________
Evaluator’s Name

Pitching

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Level 4

Accuracy

- has difficulty
pitching strikes

- pitches strikes
some of the time

- pitches strikes
most of the time

- pitches strikes on
command.

Velocity

- batters consistently
make contact when
the pitchers throws
strikes

- most batters make
contact when the
pitcher throws
strikes

- some batters make
contact when the
pitcher throws
strikes

- a few of the batters
are able to make
contact when the
pitcher throws
strikes.

Mental Aspects

- easily loses focus
- loses composure
when faced with
adversity.

- maintains focus
some of the time.
- displays
composure when
faced with adversity
some of the time.

- maintains focus
most of the time.
- displays
composure when
faced with adversity
most of the time.

- maintains focus
consistently when
pitching.
- displays
composure
consistently when
faced with adversity

Back-catcher

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Level 4

Receiving

- has difficulty
catching pitched
balls

- catches pitched
balls some of the
time.

- catches pitched
balls most of the
time.

- successfully and
consistently catches
pitched balls

Throwing

- throws to bases
with little accuracy.

- throws accurately
to bases some of the
time

- throws accurately
to bases most of the
time

- accurately throws
to bases with
confidence

Leadership
- communication
with team-mates.

- does not
communicate with
pitchers and teammates

- communicates with
pitchers and
teammates some of
the time.

- communicates with
pitchers and
teammates most of
the time.

- consistently and
confidently
communicates with
pitches and
teammates.

Catching

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Level 4

Fly-Balls

- catches a few of
the balls hit to them

- catches some of
the balls hit to them

- catches most of the
balls hit to them

- catches the balls
that are hit to them
consistently and
confidently

Ground -balls

- catches a few of
the balls hit to them

- catches some of
the balls hit to them

- catches most of the
balls hit to them

- catches the balls
that are hit to them
consistently and
confidently

Throwing

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Level 4

Accuracy

- throws to targets
(teammates) with
little accuracy.

- throws to targets
(teammates)
accurately some of
the time.

- throws to targets
(teammates)
accurately most of
the time.

- throws to targets
(teammates)
accurately,
confidently and
consistently.

Power and distance

- is able to throw
short distances and
when throwing the
balls it travels in a
large arc.
(ie pitcher to first
base. )

- is able to throw
medium distances
and when throwing
the balls it travels in
a slight arc.
(ie second to first
base)

- is able to throw
long distances and
when throwing the
balls it travels in very
slight arc.
rd
(3 base to first
base)

- is able to throw
long distances and
when throwing the
balls it travels in a
straight pathway.
(Outfield to home
plate.

Hitting

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Level 4

consistency

- has difficulty
making consistent
contact.

- makes contact
some of the time.

- makes contact
most of the time.

- make contact
consistently and with
confidence.

power

- has difficulty hitting
the ball out of the
infield

- hits the ball out of
the infield some of
the time.

- hits the ball out of
the infield most of
the time.

- consistently hits
the ball out of the
outfield.

Base running

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Level 4

Speed

- displays little speed
and hustle when
playing defence and
running the bases.

- display average
speed and hustle
when playing
defence and running
the bases.

- displays good
speed and hustle
when playing
defence and running
the bases.

- displays
outstanding speed
when playing
defence and running
the bases.

Attitude

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Level 4

Listening

- has difficulty
listening and
following instructions

- listens and follows
instructions some of
the time.

- listens and follows
instructions most of
the time.

- consistently listens
to and follows
instructions.

Skill acquisition

- applies few of the
skills and concepts
taught

- applies some of the
skills and concepts
taught

- applies most of the
skills and concepts
taught

- applies all of the
skills and concepts
taught

Sportsmanship

- applies a few of the
fair play principles of
good sportsmanship.

- applies some of the
fair play principles of
good sportsmanship.

- applies most of the
fair play principles of
good sportsmanship.

- applies all of the
fair play principles of
good sportsmanship.

